This paper describes the use of polynomial chaos expansions to approximate the probability of a collision between two satellites after at least one performs a translation maneuver. Polynomial chaos provides a computationally efficient means to generate an approximate solution to a stochastic differential equation without introducing any assumptions on the a posteriori distribution. The stochastic solution then allows for orbit state uncertainty propagation. For the maneuvering spacecraft in the presented scenarios, the polynomial chaos expansion is sparse, allowing for the use of compressive sampling methods to improve solution tractability. This paper first demonstrates the use of these techniques for possible intra-formation collisions for the Magnetospheric Multiscale mission. The techniques are then applied to a potential collision with debris in low Earth orbit. Results demonstrate that these polynomial chaos-based methods provide a Monte Carlo-like estimate of the collision probability, including adjustments for a spacecraft shape model, with only minutes of computation cost required for scenarios with a probability of collision as low as 10 −6 . A graphics processing unit (GPU) implementation of the polynomial chaos expansion analysis further reduces the computation time for the scenarios presented. 
The Magnetospheric Multi-Scale (MMS) mission consists of four spacecraft in highly elliptic orbits that form a tetrahedron near apogee. Unlike other robotic missions, they not only have to perform conjunction assessment with other satellites in Earth orbit, but between each other [1] .
Specifically, there is a potential risk of collision when the orbit planes of the four spacecraft cross at true anomalies of 90
• and 270
• . To better enable maneuver planning and execution, the ground system must identify any potential collision days in advance of the event. Several tools have been identified for quantifying the risk of collision, including classical Monte Carlo methods and approximations using polynomial chaos. A description of these tools and their use in the MMS ground system may be found in [1] . These methods provide a collision probability estimate as a function of the navigation uncertainty, but updates to the navigation state require a periodic duplication of the analysis that increase the computation burden.
Another tool used in the planned conjunction assessment system, based on a Wald Sequential Probability Ratio Test (e.g., see [2] ), provides a sequential update to an estimated likelihood ratio, which accounts for the temporal changes in collision risk with navigation state updates. Specifically, the Wald epoch-state filter estimates the likelihood ratio of two hypotheses: (1) the miss distance is outside of the combined hard-body radius, and (2) the miss distance is within the hard-body radius.
This ratio is then compared to alarm and dismissal thresholds to identify a potential collision, with this method designed to mitigate temporal changes in the collision probability that may cause false alarms or failed detections. The thresholds used in this procedure are defined by the false alarm and missed detection requirements for the mission, and are also a function of an unknown, aleatoric probability of collision P c|0 [3] . These thresholds, which are independent of updates to the navigation-state determined P c , vary at each plane crossing, preventing the selection of fixed values appropriate for the whole mission. Additionally, P c|0 is a product of the maneuver execution errors and the navigation uncertainty at the previous formation maintenance maneuver. To aid in the generation of the likelihood thresholds, this paper presents an application of polynomial chaos to estimate the probability of collision following an orbit maintenance maneuver.
Common methods of including maneuver uncertainties in orbit propagation assume either use Monte Carlo methods or assume a Gaussian distribution for the realized velocity error and navigation uncertainties. The Gates model [4] traditionally provides the estimate of the maneuver execution errors while limiting the propagation of the state probability density function (PDF) by including Gaussian assumptions. However, as demonstrated in recent literature related to uncertainty propagation (e.g., see [5] and the other references contained within), propagation of the satellite state PDF fails to remain Gaussian under some (common) conditions. Alternatively, Monte Carlo methods may be used to characterize the dispersion of realizations due to maneuver uncertainties.
Monte Carlo methods require the propagation of many realization with a convergence rate approximately equal to the inverse of the square-root of the number of samples, making such methods computational inefficient. This work instead considers the use of polynomial chaos expansions to efficiently quantify the solution uncertainty, with such techniques incorporating both the maneuver execution and navigation uncertainties and no Gaussian assumptions in the initial probability density functions.
Polynomial chaos (PC) approximates the solution of a stochastic differential equation by projecting it onto a basis of orthogonal polynomials. The resulting approximation, known as a polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) has already been demonstrated for orbit uncertainty propagation [5] and to estimate the probability of collision for non-maneuvering spacecraft [6] . Unlike the previous applications of PC to the problem of conjunction assessment, the post-maneuver solution lends itself to a sparse PCE that allows for approximating a high-degree expansion with a reduced computation cost. Additionally, the random inputs are no longer assumed to be identically distributed, and a mixture of Gaussian and uniform random inputs are considered in the stochastic model. These methods, dubbed generalized Polynomial Chaos (gPC), allow for the use of arbitrary, random inputs to be considered in the generation of the PCE [7, 8] . For the current application, this allows for the definition of the maneuver execution errors via a pointing and force magnitude error.
Each MMS spacecraft includes four magnetic booms that extend 60 m from the center of mass, yielding a spherical hard body radius of 120 m for intra-formation conjunction assessment [1] . Each of these magnetic booms occupies a relatively small percentage of the total keep out sphere, resulting in a likely increase in the number of false alarms. Some methods of computing collision probabilities have been demonstrated to instead allow for non-spherical shapes (e.g., see [9] ), and the method based on PCE's discussed here better quantifies the collision probability using a simple MMS shape model. When combined with the proposed PCE-based methods that account for possibly nonGaussian maneuver uncertainties, this produces a smaller collision probability and reduces the number of false alarms.
This paper presents the application of polynomial chaos to estimating post-maneuver collision probabilities for a MMS-like mission. To improve the tractability of the problem and leverage the sparse expansion, compressive sampling (CS) based estimation of the PCE, introduced in [10] [11] [12] , reduces the number of orbit propagations required to generate the solution. This is demonstrated for a: (1) MMS intra-formation conjunction, and (2) a potential collision between an MMS spacecraft and debris in low-Earth orbit (LEO).
The paper begins with a brief description of the stochastic system and the maneuver execution errors in Section II, followed by an overview of PC and the methods of generating a PCE in Section III. The PCE-based method of computing the collision probability is discussed in Section IV, which also includes a formulation to account for a simple spacecraft shape model. Section V then presents a demonstration of the PCE-based solutions and a comparison to a Monte Carlo baseline to demonstrate their efficacy. This includes an implementation of the algorithm on a graphics processing unit (GPU), which reduces the computation time of the method. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed.
II. Problem Setup
Let (S, F, P) be a probability space with the sample set S and the probability measure P on
, be a vector of d independent random variables with joint density function ρ(ξ). In this paper, d is referred to as the stochastic dimension. For the purposes of this work, the elements ξ i of ξ are assumed independent and not identically distributed, hence
The set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) considered in this work for describing the temporal evolution of the satellite state are
where A is a stochastic ODE operator, t ∈ [t 0 , t] is the temporal variable, X(t 0 ) is the initial position and velocity state of the spacecraft at t 0 , C R is the coefficient of reflectivity, and ∆v(t m )
is the maneuver executed at t m ∈ [t 0 , t). For the purposes of this work, a priori knowledge of the PDF for the input parameters X, C D , and ∆v are assumed known or reasonably approximated.
Estimation of satellite collision probability requires a solution to the stochastic operator A that describes the space of possible solutions X(t, ξ). Additional input parameters may be employed, e.g., the coefficient of drag, but they are not considered in this paper. See [6] for example applications.
Fig. 1 Maneuver Execution Error as a Function of Magnitude and Pointing Errors
The generation of a stochastic solution requires a model defining the relationship between ξ and the initial state X(t 0 , ξ). For the cases considered in this paper, ξ ∈ R 10 for propagation with a maneuver, and ξ ∈ R 7 for a non-maneuvering object. Methods using a Cholesky decomposition of a given covariance matrix and a vector of random inputs ξ ∈ R 7 , ξ ∼ N (0, I 7 ), to yield a position, velocity, and C R realization are well known and used for such mappings (e.g., see [5] ).
The maneuver model employed here considers a hybrid of Gaussian and uniform ξ i values, with the error description employing a deviation in the direction and magnitude with respect to the nominal maneuver ∆v. The subscript on the following maneuver random inputs begin at eight since the first seven values are associated with the other stochastic variables previously described. Given ∆v in Cartesian inertial coordinates, the realized vector is ∆v(ξ 8 , ξ 9 , ξ 10 ) = ∆v + δ∆v(ξ 8 , ξ 9 , ξ 10 )
δ∆v(ξ 8 , ξ 9 , ξ 10 ) = q(ξ 9 , ξ 10 ) ⊗ ξ 8 σ mag ∆v ⊗ q * (ξ 9 , ξ 10 )
where q is the quaternion defining the transformation from a maneuver error frame to the inertial frame and is a function of ξ 9 and ξ 10 , ⊗ is the quaternion multiplication operator, q * indicates the conjugate quaternion, and σ mag is the maneuver magnitude error standard deviation as a percentage of the nominal. In this model, ξ 8 , ξ 9 ∼ N (0, 1) and ξ 10 ∼ U(−1, 1), i.e., one of the random inputs is uniformly distributed while the other two are Gaussian. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of the maneuver execution error relative to ∆v with q represented by two angles θ(ξ 9 ) and φ(ξ 10 ). Two axes of the maneuver error frame are defined by the unit vectors
where r(t m ) is the position at the maneuver time. This yields one axis parallel to the maneuver and another normal to the maneuver and the absolute position vector. The angle θ(ξ 9 ) defines the realized maneuver error direction relative to the nominal maneuver, while φ(ξ 10 ) is a rotation about the nominal maneuver direction. These rotations are represented mathematically by the quaternions
where θ(ξ 9 ) is Gaussian distributed and defined by a given error PDF, and φ(ξ 10 ) ∼ U (−π, π).
Finally,
In this work, the approximation of the stochastic solution of the satellite state as a function of the previously described random inputs is accomplished through the use of a PCE. The next section provides a mathematical overview of such techniques as needed for the current problem.
III. Polynomial Chaos
Methods based on polynomial chaos expansions (PCE's) provide a means for generating an approximation to the solution of a stochastic system by projecting it onto a basis of (multivariate) polynomials orthogonal with respect to the probability measure of input variables, here denoted ξ. The work in [13] first proposed this type of approximation, with methods based on Hermite polynomial chaos more recently established in [14, 15] , among other works, and generalized to other types of orthogonal polynomials [7] . Unlike techniques that seek to propagate a PDF based on, for instance, an approximation of the Fokker-Planck equation, PCE methods provide a state solution at t as an explicit function of ξ, i.e., a polynomial representation. The resulting expansion provides a computationally efficient means to represent any finite-variance, possibly non-Gaussian solution, and has already been demonstrated for orbit propagation [5] and conjunction assessment for non-maneuvering spacecraft [6] .
In the context of PCE's, the orbit solution X(t, ξ) ∈ R n , assumed to have entries with finite variance, may be represented by the mean-squared convergent series
where 
where ψ αi (ξ i ) are univariate polynomials of degree α i orthogonal with respect to the measure of ξ i . For example, when ξ i has a Gaussian or uniform distribution, as in the present study, ψ αi (ξ i )
are Hermite or Legendre polynomials, respectively. This discussion assumes ψ αi (ξ i ) are normalized to have unit variance. Together with the tensor-product construction of Eq. (9), this implies the orthonormality of the PC basis functions ψ α (ξ) with respect to the measure ρ(ξ) of ξ.
In Eq. (8), the vector-valued coefficients c α (t), referred to as PC coefficients, are given by the projection of X(t, ξ) onto each basis function ψ α (ξ),
In practice, the infinite series in Eq. (8) is truncated, for instance, by limiting the total order of ψ α (ξ) to some finite value p. This leads to an approximate orbit solution X(t, ξ) given by
where the set of multi-indices Λ p,d is given by
and has the cardinality
In Eq. (12),
are the total order (degree) and dimensionality of the basis function ψ α (ξ), respectively. The approximation is then refined by increasing p to achieve a given target accuracy.
As implied by Eq. (13), the number of terms P increases exponentially in (asymptotically large) p and d, leading to the issue of curse-of-dimensionality. Such effects may be mitigated through various means, which constitute an active area of research, see, e.g., [10, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and the references therein.
A. PCE Solution Methods
This study only considers non-intrusive methods to estimate the coefficients c α (t) to generate the PCE of the solution to the propagated orbit at time t. Such methods are dubbed non-intrusive since they treat an existing ODE solver, in this case the orbit propagation software, as a black box.
The algorithm behind the non-intrusive methods used in this paper may be summarized by:
2. For each of the M PC random vectors, use the initial uncertainty in X(t 0 , ξ i ), C R , and ∆v to generate a realization based on the random input ξ i (e.g., Eq. (2)).
3. Using the existing ODE solver with each of the M PC realizations, solve for X(t, ξ i ).
4. Generate the PCE coefficients c α (t) based on X(t, ξ i ) and the method of choice.
This procedure outlines a method for estimating a PCE at a fixed, but arbitrary, time t. Therefore, we hereafter drop the time variable t for the interest of presentation. While there are several nonintrusive methods of computing PCE coefficients c α , the current work uses procedures based on the lest-squares regression [22] and compressive sampling [10] , both of which are described further in the following sections.
Solutions via Lease-Squares Regression
The method to solve for c α based on least-squares regression uses random samples ξ i from the density function ρ(ξ). Given the M PC propagated states, one solution for the coefficients c α minimizes the least-squares cost function
Together with Eq. (11), J(c α ) in Eq. (14) may be rewritten as
where · F denotes the Frobenius norm, and
. . .
Here, H ∈ R M PC ×P is the measurement matrix, C ∈ R P ×n is the matrix of PCE coefficients, and Y ∈ R M PC ×n is comprised of the propagated states at t. Given this formulation and M PC ≥ P measurements, the minimum of Eq. (15) is attained by
Assuming the same samples are used at all times, H does not change as a function of t. Hence,
T remains constant, and solving for c α at different t only requires assembling Y and evaluating a single matrix multiplication. Details on this procedure, along with similar formulations to reduce the computation time in evaluating Eq. (11), may be found in [6] . The same paper also outlines a method for adaptive generation of the PCE solution via cross-validation.
Solutions via Compressive Sampling Methods
The nascent field of compressive sampling (CS), sometimes called compressive sensing, leverages the sparsity of the solution in a given basis -when it exists -for an accurate solution reconstruction with a number of measurements that is smaller than the cardinality of the basis [23, 24] . In this case, sparsity is defined by a large percentage of expansion coefficients that are approximately zero, i.e., most information on the function is provided by a small number of terms. The non-zero components are not known a priori, and are identified in the solution method by minimizing a sparsity-promoting norm of the coefficients. For sparse PCE's, i.e., when a large fraction of coefficients in any of the columns of C in (16) is negligible, compressive sampling methods may be employed as an alternative to least-squares regression. Such methods allow M PC P propagated states, thereby improving the efficiency of estimating the PCE for such cases [10, 12] . This section outlines one CS technique for generating such a solution.
Unlike the method presented in Eq. (17) 
where ε ≥ 0 accounts for the finite order PCE truncation, thus we refer to it as truncation error.
The global minimum solution of Eq. (18) may not be unique and is generally NP-hard to compute:
the cost of a global search is (asymptotically) exponential in P . Greedy pursuit algorithms, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , form a major class of schemes to tackle the solution of Eq. (18) with a tractable computational cost. Instead of performing an exhaustive search for finding the non-zero components of c, these methods successively find one or more components of c that results in the largest improvement in the approximation.
The present work employs the greedy algorithm Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), [25, 26, 29] , to estimate the sparse PCE coefficients c. The algorithm is initialized with
where Λ ⊆ Λ p,d is the active set of multi-indices indicating non-zero entries of the approximate solution c ∈ R P , and δ = y − H c denotes the corresponding residual vector. At any iteration, OMP identifies an index j corresponding to a column in H to be added to Λ. This column is chosen such that the 2 -norm of the residual, y − H c 2 , is maximally reduced. It is straightforward to verify that j is given by
where H i is the i-th column of H. The active set Λ and the non-zero entries of c supported on Λ,
here denoted by c Λ , are then updated by
in which H Λ is the sub-matrix of H whose columns are those in H corresponding to the active set Λ.
Although the normal solution to the least squares estimator is given in Eq. (21), practical application should use, for example, LU decomposition to improve numerical stability. The residual δ is then updated and the process defined by Eqs. (20) and (21) is repeated until δ 2 ≤ ε or a maximum number of iterations is reached. For the results of this paper, ε is estimated via cross-validation as described in [10] . Algorithm 1 summarizes the OMP algorithm introduced above.
Algorithm 1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) Algorithm
• Set the initial solution c (0) = 0 and residual δ (0) = y − H c (0) = y.
3:
• Set the solution support index set Λ (0) = ∅.
2 > δ and k < kmax: do 5:
6:
• Set k = k + 1.
7:
• Update the support index set
{arg maxj ηj}.
8:
• Solve for c (k) = arg min c y − H c 2 subject to support{ c} = Λ (k) . Equivalently, set c
• Update the residual
10: end while
The software used in this work is based on the OMP implementation in SparseLab 2.1 1 , but was converted to Python and customized for the current application. Although the generation of the PCE via CS in the current implementation does not use an automated procedure for the selection of M PC or p, it does compare to a smaller number of independent samples for cross-validation. For cases where the root-mean square error, when compared to the independent samples, fails to agree with the required precision, a new PCE is generated with new samples. As discussed later, the tests considered in this paper seldom require the regeneration of the PCE in this manner.
Estimating a satellite collision probability requires estimates C at multiple times, but the iterative procedure previously outlined may yield additional computation time when compared to the least-squares method in [6] . To reduce the number of iterations in the algorithm, the implementation employs an estimate at a previous time to "warm start" the procedure. In this case, the initialization in Eq. (19) is removed in favor of the values from the previous use of the algorithm.
This can reduce the number of OMP algorithm iterations if the PCE at time t k is similar to that of t k−1 , which is the case if t k − t k−1 is sufficiently small. The algorithm will correct any differences in the solution and add elements to Λ if necessary. For the case where an element is included in the solution in t k−1 but not needed at t k , its magnitude is reduced by the OMP algorithm. To prevent the accumulation of such sufficiently small elements in the PCE, a check should be added to dismiss these elements of C.
IV. Collision Probability Estimation
Given their similarities to such methods, the PCE-based methods are framed in the context of Monte Carlo analyses. However, the PCE algorithm trades the computationally expensive ODE solver for simple polynomial evaluations. This section first outlines methods in the context of Monte Carlo, and then discusses alterations required when using PCE's.
A. Monte Carlo Estimation of Pc with a Spherical Keep-Out Radius
For the translation state vector X l (t 0 ) ∈ R 6 for satellite l, let X l (t 0 ) be the mean at time t 0 with covariance matrix P l ∈ R 6×6 . Monte Carlo methods employ, for example, the Cholesky decomposition of P l to generate M MC trials from the random inputs ξ i . Each trial X l (t 0 , ξ i ) is then propagated to get X l (t k , ξ i ). For two satellites (l = 1,2), the square of their separation at t k is
where the · operator is the normal vector dot product, r l is the position portion of X l , and the prime on ξ i indicates a set of samples with ξ i = ξ i . The resulting instantaneous probability of collision is
where R is a given spherical hard-body radius, and the count() operator indicates the number of true results of the argument over i = 1, . . . , M MC .
Using the realizations at multiple points in time, i.e., X(t k , ξ i ), a probability of survival P s may be computed. The complement of the survival probability, P s , describes the probability of collision over a period of time as opposed to a single epoch. To enable the computation of P s or P s , let
which produces the minimum separation distance for t k ∈ [t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t K ]. The complement of the survival probability is then
The method defined in Eqs. (24) and (25) assumes the times t k are dense enough to provide adequate accuracy when computing P s . A refinement for insufficient temporal density is proposed below with another alteration for non-spherical bodies.
B. PCE-Based Estimation of Pc and P s
Estimating P c or P s via a PCE differs slightly from the above procedure in that using a poly- In other words, most evaluations of the orbit propagator required for Monte Carlo analysis are substituted with the more computationally efficient polynomial evaluations. Eqs. (22)- (23) are then used with the PCE output to estimate P c . To estimate P s , the evaluation of Eq. (11) using C for a PCE representing the state at t k may be employed to generate X(t k , ξ i ) for k = 1, . . . , K.
Depending on the scenario, orbit propagation may take seconds of computer processing time per evaluation, but these polynomial evaluations are on the scale of thousands per second on a single computer core. Hence, the PCE-based methods reduce the computation time required to generate the realizations required to compute P c and P s . Of course, the probability estimate is affected by the accuracy of the PCE realizations. Methods exist to account for errors in the PCE when calculating a rare failure probability by combining PCE evaluations with additional Monte Carlo orbit propagations [31] , but such augmentations are not required for this current work.
C. Shape-Dependent Estimation of Collision Probability
The method of computing the collision probabilities given in Eqs. (22)- (25) 
are true for any combination of i, j ∈ {1, 2}, then the test is considered a positive collision. In
Eqs. (26) and (27) , ∆X, ∆Y , and ∆Z indicate the differences in the spacecraft inertial position.
For the case of a conjunction with (possibly tumbling) space debris, a positive case satisfies both of the conditions
for i equal to one or two, and r is the radius of the spherical volume containing the debris. The second condition in Eq. (28) for |∆Z| > h l,i /2 is derived from the boundary case where the two volumes touch and accounts for the curvature of the sphere when near the corner of the cylinder. An imaginary number only results from the square root operation when the first condition (Eq. (28)) fails.
D. High-Velocity Collisions
One of the test cases considered in this paper requires special treatment of collision detection for high relative velocities. In such cases, the resolution in the propagator output may not be sufficient to detect a collision, which possibly leads to failed detections (i.e., tunneling) and a low collision probability estimate. Decreasing the integrator stepsize to account for these high relative velocities is not always feasible for computation reasons.
Instead, the algorithm used here combines a set of samples with reduced density (stepsizes equal to 30 sec) with interpolation and Brent's method [33] to minimize the square of the separation distance (instead of the discrete problem in Eq. (24)). Brent's algorithm was used to identify possible collisions in the Monte Carlo-based estimation of P s in [34] , and this work uses the PCEbased realizations to generate the interpolating polynomials. If m(ξ i , ξ i ) from Eq. (24) is less than some gating parameter, in this case 4 km, then univariate interpolating polynomials (centered at the minimizing index k) are generated to approximate r 1 (t, ξ i ) and r 2 (t, ξ i ). For a spherical CV, the condition s 2 (t, ξ i , ξ i ) < R 2 identifies a positive test case and Brent's method provides the time find the time that minimizes the cost function
where
L XY, * and L Z, * are the appropriate boundaries for the given shape model in Eqs. Brent's method may converge on a discontinuity in the cost function instead of its minimum when it is not smooth, both are equal for the purposes here.
V. Numerical Examples
This section presents two sample conjunctions based on the MMS mission that demonstrate the reduced computation time for post-maneuver collision probability estimation when compared to Monte Carlo methods. The description begins with an overview of the test cases and their simulation methods, followed by the results for each scenario in separate sections. The MMS1 and MMS2 spacecraft perform a maneuver at t m = 2910.46 sec past the epoch time.
In inertial Cartesian coordinates, the nominal impulse is
with a maneuver magnitude 3σ uncertainty of 1% and a 1σ pointing error (θ) of 1
• . This emulates the formation resize maneuver to transition between the 160 km and the 60 km formation sizes during Phase 1a of the MMS mission. More information on the MMS mission phases may be found in [1] . Table 2 describes the potential collisions considered in the following sections. For this dis-cussion, the time of closest approach t CA is defined as the time of minimum separation between the propagated mean trajectories, and does not necessarily indicate the time of maximum collision probability. As indicated by the true anomaly values, the MMS1-MMS2 conjunction occurs at approximately 270
• , which coincides with one of the two regions of higher risk for the mission [1] .
The second scenario considers a conjunction between the MMS1 satellite and the DEB object near perigee. This work assumes that a potential collision and the period of risk have already been identified, which is consistent with tools designated for use in the current MMS ground system [1] .
All propagations used the CU-TurboProp orbit propagation toolbox, which provides an interface between Python and more computationally efficient tools written in C [35] . Numerical integration of the MMS-like satellites employs a Dormand-Prince 8 (7) [36] integrator until t CA,1 −1,500 sec, and switches to an eighth-order Gauss-Jackson [37] (GJ8) algorithm with a 30 second stepsize until t CA,2 +300 sec. Simulation of the DEB orbit only used the GJ8 method with a 30 second stepsize throughout. Force models include gravity, third-body, and solar radiation pressure perturbations.
The 21×21 EGM96 gravity model [38] Both cases compare the PCE-based results to a Monte Carlo baseline. The data were generated using the Janus supercomputer 2 , with, except where otherwise noted, 10 7 samples for comparison.
Unlike the samples used for PCE generation (described previously), the Monte Carlo propagations used stepsizes of 1 sec during the MMS1-MMS2 conjunction, and 0.1 sec for the MMS1-DEB case.
Hence, the Monte Carlo samples provide a higher resolution when compared to the PCE solution.
Otherwise, the propagation methods are the same.
Generation of the PCE's employed a Python-based implementation of the least-squares and CS algorithm introduced in Section III. For the MMS-like conjunction, PCE solutions computed via least-squares and CS algorithms are compared in the next section, but only the CS-based solutions are used when computing collision probabilities. PCE solutions for the DEB satellite used leastsquares with the cross-validation procedure describe in [6] , which allows for autonomous generation of the solution. Evaluation of the PCE's and computation of P c and P s are performed using all eight cores of an Intel Core i7 3.4 GHz processor running RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.4. Faster estimation of the probabilities employs the graphics processing unit (GPU) implementation described below.
The collision probability estimation procedure is also implemented in the Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA) parallel programming platform, which makes use of NVIDIA GPUs as general-purpose parallel processors. Modern GPUs have hundreds of processing cores, which makes them ideal for parallel computations. The GPU software runs on the previously mentioned RedHat desktop, employs an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 Ti with 1GB memory, and is compiled using the gcc 4.4.7 compiler and CUDA toolkit version 5.0. It is noted that the GTX 550 Ti is a standard GPU included in many desktop computers and is not optimized for high-performance computing.
As illustrated later, it still yields reduced computation times for computing P s .
B. Case 1: MMS Intra-Formation Conjunction
This section describes the performance of the PCE-based methods for the MMS1-MMS2 test case. It begins with a description of the PCE accuracy and justifies the use of compressive sampling for generating a stochastic solution after a MMS formation maintenance maneuver. The collision probabilities are then computed and compared to those generated via Monte Carlo. Analysis with a spherical CV uses R = 120 m, and the shape-dependent models use the definition of Figure 2 and Eqs. (26) and (27) . In this test, PCE's generated via least-squares and CS methods used p = 6 and p = 7, respectively. PCE solutions are generated at every integration step (30 sec) for is ξ 8 , which is associated with the magnitude of the maneuver execution error. However, this can change in short periods, and the solution becomes more sensitive to other inputs at such times. Since mission operations cannot dictate the time and location of a possible collision, dimension truncation, i.e., ignoring some inputs, is not recommended for conjunction assessment. For this reason, the stochastic solution accounts for all 10 inputs to the system. As illustrated later, this does not impede the tractability of estimating P s or P c .
The PCE coefficients for the solution at t CA,1 for MMS1 are provided in Figure 4 . Each plot provides the absolute value of the coefficients for the three expansions (one for each position component). A small number of terms dominate the solution, with most of the coefficients expansion below 10 −2 km, which is smaller than the least-squares approximation accuracy (described later).
Accurately estimating PCE coefficients greater than 10 2 km is desired to limit position solution errors to an order of magnitude less than R. This sparsity implies that CS methods may reduce the number of samples required, with such a solution provided in the same image. To the scale of the figure, the CS-based solution agrees with the dominant terms of the least-squares solution and allows for a higher degree expansion. For the X-coordinate PCE, the CS-based solution requires only 15 terms, which provides an additional benefit when later evaluating the polynomial surrogate. Figure 5 illustrates the PCE realization accuracy as a function of M PC for MMS1 at t CA,1 . position is represented in the conjunction plane with basis vectorŝ
i.e., the plane perpendicular to the relative velocity vector at t CA,1 . The dashed lines represent the expected evolution of the relative position in the conjunction frame under an assumption of linear motion. Although further analysis is required to quantify the effects, this figure, especially the change in the X component, indicates that the true relative motion is nonlinear during the period of conjunction, which would violate one of the common simplifying assumptions in the classic methods of collision probability estimation (e.g., see [42] ). Figure 7 provides the collision probabilities, both P c and P s , for Case 1 and a spherical CV. In the top figure, the dependence on time implied by the abscissa indicates the final time considered when computing P s . The horizontal trend at the beginning and end of the time interval and P c indicate that this analysis encompasses the full period of collision risk. The dashed lines depict the 3σ range of Monte Carlo solutions with variations due only to convergence, i.e., these bounds do 
which is the expected uncertainty for a random value described by a binomial distribution as a function of M MC . M MC =10 7 samples are used in the computation of these probabilities, and results demonstrate agreement between the Monte Carlo-and PCE-based solutions within the uncertainty of the baseline. The insets zoom in on the period of highest probability rate, demonstrating that the PCE-based solution agrees with MC for this time span. Table 3 provides the Monte Carlo-and PCE-determined values of P s when using the shapedependent model of Eqs. (26) and (27) . These values indicate a decrease in P s by two orders of magnitude when compared to the spherical CV, but require an increase in M MC for their computation. The generation of the PCE-determined value uses 10 8 independent samples for probability estimation. However, due to the excessive computation cost, the Monte Carlo-based value is computed using 28,656 samples per spacecraft with an all-on-all analysis, i.e., the comparison of each sample with all of those generated for the other vehicle. This yields approximately 8.2 × 10 8 comparisons. Unfortunately, these comparisons are not independent, which may yield estimation bias and Eq. (36) does not necessarily yield an accurate assessment of solution confidence. However, in spite of the uncertainty in the baseline solution, this result does indicate that the PCE-based solution reflects the reduction in collision probability when using the MMS-based shape model for both spacecraft.
Since a direct comparison to a reliable bseline result is not tractable for this shape-dependent case, Fig. 8 illustrates the variability of 1,000 PCE-based solutions for P s . Using the same procedure previously outlined for each estimate, this analysis considers different pseudo-random number generator (pRNG) states in: (1) the creation of the M MC comparison samples, (2) generation of Unlike the pure Monte Carlo methods used to generate a baseline solution, generation of the results presented in Fig. 8 is tractable given ten computers each with the same model GPU card considered in other parts of this study. Given these ten computers, runtimes for each of these three tests is less than five hours. It is also noted that, in some cases, the selection of the training samples failed to converge on a solution meeting the CS cross-validation requirement. For these cases, the PCE solution is discarded and replaced with one generated using 240 new training and cross-validation samples, regardless of potential accuracy of P s . This occurred for approximately 0.8% of the PCE's generated. As indicated by the discussion of runtimes in the next paragraph, cost of PCE regeneration (∼20 seconds) in these rare cases is small when compared to the comparison of state realizations. Table 4 summarizes the estimated computation time for the CPU and GPU-based implemen- tation of the PCE-based techniques. Propagation of the training samples uses all eight cores of the desktop computer used in this study. Although solving for the PCE's via CS may be parallelized (e.g., the X coordinate PCE is independent of the Y coordinate PCE), such an implementation is not reflected in the table. Additionally, the realization comparison times for the CPU implementation are also based on the use of all eight CPU cores. The time required to perform the comparisons via a PCE includes the evaluation time and the computation of m(ξ, ξ ). Including the shape-based estimation of the collision probability yields an increase in computation time for both PCE implementations due to the change in M MC . The GPU implementation yields a halving of the computation time. We note that the GPU used in this analysis is not state of the art at the time of this study, and further reductions will likely result from updated hardware. With eight cores for propagation, the GPU evaluation implementation, and CS-based generation of the PCE, the time required to compute P s is less than one minute for the spherical CV. The shape-dependent CV analysis requires less than three minutes.
C. Case 2: MMS1 and Debris Conjunction
The second case quantifies the collision probability for a MMS-like spacecraft with a piece of LEO debris, i.e., an uncontrolled object. The spherical keep-out radius for this DEB object is 10 m, which yields R = 70 m. The shape-dependent collision probability estimation uses the conditions in Eqs. (28)- (28) For a spherical CV, P s ≈ 2×10 −3 , which would raise an alarm for systems with a 10 −3 maneuver requirement. However, with the shape-dependent approximation, the estimated P s decreases by Table 4 used in its generation. The PCE implementation on the eight-core CPU requires approximately two minutes to perform the case 2 analysis with a shape-defined CV. The GPU implementation reduces the computation time and is dominated by the generation of the 156 training samples for the DEB object. When comparing the runtimes of the M MC comparisons for this case versus the MMS1-MMS2 case with a spherical CV, there is a nominal increase in computation time. This can result from both the increased number of terms in the PCE for the DEB object or the need for using Brent's method to prevent tunneling. However, the increased computation time is small compared to the total computation time.
VI. Conclusions
This paper demonstrated the use of Polynomial Chaos (PC) to estimate the probability of collision between two satellites after at least one executes a translation maneuver. These methods use a polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) to approximate the solution of a stochastic ordinary differential equation, which provides a polynomial surrogate to map random inputs to a state realization at a future point in time. This allows for the use of simple polynomial evaluations instead of more computationally expensive orbit propagations. For the test cases presented, the PCE describing the spacecraft position state was sparse, i.e., most of the terms were small enough to be considered equal to zero. Leveraging the sparse representation, compressive sampling allows for a method that only required 200 propagated samples to generate the PCE for the maneuvering spacecraft.
The PCE-based methods were then characterized for possible collisions between: two spacecraft in the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission, and an MMS spacecraft with debris in low-Earth orbit. The MMS intra-formation case demonstrated that the CS-based approach to PCE generation satisfied accuracy requirements and that a simple shape model refines the collision probability estimate to reduce the number of false alarms. For the MMS and debris case, which also considered the use of the spacecraft shape model, Brent's method of generating the minimum spacecraft separation allowed for the computation of the probability of collision in cases with high relative velocities. This expands the breadth of the possible applications for additional use in conjunction assessment with higher-fidelity spacecraft shape models.
The results also demonstrated the speed-up in PCE evaluation when using an implementation on a graphics processing unit (GPU). This tool provides a further reduction in computation cost, motivating the development of further capabilities. For the GPU used in the analysis, the limiting factor for the GPU implementation is the global memory access pattern used when reading expansion coefficients for evaluating the polynomial surrogates. Potential methods of mitigation have been identified and will be explored for further performance gains.
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